Practical application of the differential Batho method for inhomogeneity correction on kerma in a photon beam.
The Batho equation gives a satisfactory method to correct the dose for points in the electronic equilibrium region for a uniform slab of inhomogeneity in a photon beam. In spite of the many investigations, we believe no simple and adequate method has been found for routine clinical dose calculations which require dose correction of a small-volume inhomogeneity in an arbitrary location. In the present report, we combine the values of the two calculation types of the differential Batho method, which we have developed previously, to give a new calculated value for the scatter perturbation due to an annulus of inhomogeneity. The coefficients in the combination, which we derived from a detailed analysis of the scatter perturbation, are simple geometrical ratios. The new calculated values are in good agreement with measured values. We believe this application of the differential Batho method can provide a practical and accurate method of correcting for inhomogeneities of any size and shape in clinical dose calculations.